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ABSTRACT 
This study aimed at analyzing the brand image of key beer brands in Hong 
Kong. As brand image could not be studied in isolation without referring to the 
market situation and consumer behavior, the development of the local beer market 
was studied with respect to the underlying economic and social trend, consumer 
behavior and competition. Two focus groups were also conducted to obtain more 
detailed information about the consumer behavior. Then, a literature review was 
done to build up a theoretical framework on which the analysis of the brand image of 
beer could be based. A quantitative research of brand image was done to study 
consumer's brand perception towards various key brands. In light of the research 
findings, a discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of five key beer brands was 
conducted which was generalized into two fundamental issues in brand identity and 
brand image. 
The transformation of local economy in the 1970,s and 1980's had high 
impact on the trend ofbeer market and beer drinkers. Beer drinking became a public 
exhibit, in addition to personal enjoyment. The beer drinkers no longer just looked 
for beers with superior functional and emotional benefits, but also the additional 
benefit of self-expression. The brand image of beer then became a vehicle for the 
beer drinkers to express their self-image or ideal image. The trend was intensified 
with the approaching of the 1997 issue which created a favorable economic and social 
environment towards beer brands that had distinctive brand identity. 
Generally speaking, the brand image and personality of Heineken were quite 
distinctive. Conversely, the image and personality of San Miguel were quite negative. 
It only scored high on the image attribute of having good advertising and personality 
trait of Male. For Carlsberg, Suitable for guest was the only high rated image 
attributes. Carlsberg was also perceived as male and down to earth in terms of brand 
personality. 
The result of the brand image study did support the market share performance 
of various beer brands. Heineken was the leading brand in the past few years. Its 
premium brand image took advantage of the self-expression need of the consumers. 
On the other hand, the inconsistency of Carlsberg and San Miguel in communicating 
the brand identity led to weak brand image and poor market performance. 
For Heineken, the brand must be proactive and keep on reviewing two 
fundamental questions. The first, whether the brand identity is favorable for the 
brand to strengthen or to maintain its leading position in future. The second, whether 
the brand image consumers perceived is the same as the brand identity it wants to 
establish. 
For Carlsberg and San Miguel, the challenges are to find and establish a 
sustainable brand identity. Before Carlsberg and San Miguel find the answer for the 
first fundamental question, any marketing spending is definitely a waste of time and 
money. It may even further erode the brand equity they built previously. 
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Beer has long been regarded as one of the most popular leisure beverages for 
consumers among various beverage products, like soft drinks, mineral water and even 
sport drinks. The total production of the world's top ten brewers in 1993 was 
amounted to 401 million hectoliters. Among these top ten brewers, three of them 
were from United States and four of them were from Europe. The other three were 
from Japan, Australia and Brazil respectively. Most of them were also the top 
brewers of their domestic markets and their brands were the leading brands of their 
countries. 
As the process of Globalization goes on and the trade barrier between 
countries dismantles, competition becomes more severe on global basis. Now, top 
players in domestic markets may not be capable to attain the same position in the 
global market as they do in the domestic market. For example, Budweiser is a well-
established American beer brand with long heritage in the States. However, it does 
not have strong presence in the overseas market. Most ofBudweiser,s sales and profit 
are still derived from the States. However, other brands like Heineken, Corona and 
Carlsberg, which have more than one-third of their sales and profits derived from 
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overseas market, are more successful in terms of globalization and have established a 
stronger foothold in the global market. 
In line with the trend of Globalization and international competition, there is 
also the phenomenon of increasing market concentration. In 1983, the world's top ten 
brewers accounted for 29% of the beer sales worldwide. In 1993, the global sales 
became more concentrated and the top ten brewers accounted for 34% of the 
worldwide sales. The same trend was also observed in Westem Europe. The share of 
the top ten westem European brewers was increased from 41% in 1984 to 51% in the 
1993 in Western Europe. Down to the country level, the beer markets were also very 
concentrated. In United States, Anheuser-Busch and Miller accounted for 67% of the 
States beer market in 1993. In Mexico, the top two players accounted for almost 
100% of the domestic market in the same period. Canada, Australia, Ireland, and 
Japan also had highly concentrated beer markets. 
The trends of Globalization, International Competition and Market 
Concentration call for more focused marketing effort of the brewers. This demands a 
more consistent and unified brand image of the beer brands across the Globe, and 
across countries of different cultures and consumer behavior. 
Nowadays, most consumers do not have the skill, sense and time to appreciate 
the detailed quality aspect ofbeer. Most of them are not knowledgeable about quality 
aspect, like taste, freshness, favor and thickness of beer. They depend on brand to 
justify their beer choice. 
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Hong Kong, for being an international city, sees both the trends of 
Globalization and concentration of beer market. The first international brand, 
Carlsberg established his own manufacturing plant in Hong Kong in early 80's. 
However, the real bloom of international beer brands in Hong Kong was deferred 
until early 90's. In early 90's, a lot of international beer brands like Corona, Sol and 
Foster saw the success of Heineken in Hong Kong and the huge market potential in 
China, thus came to Hong Kong to establish their business here. As all the brewers 
understood that Hong Kong was a showcase for Southern China market, they could 
not afford to lose the foothold here. Therefore, both the old players and the new 
comers strove for the strategic market share here with heavy marketing spending. 
With intensifying competition in Hong Kong market, various marketing 
activities have been employed by the brewers and the beer importers to strengthen the 
share of consumers' mind of their brands. TV and print advertising campaign, event 
marketing, and sponsorship are the mainstream marketing tools for the major beer 
brands. For smaller brands, below-the-line activities using promogirls and lucky draw 
to promote sales in on-premise outlets are also very popular. Although most of these 
marketing activities cannot generate instant profits for the brewers and the beer 
importers, they all understood well the impact of these marketing activities to their 
long-term success in the market because their brand image was built and strengthened 
through these marketing activities. 
Since the invention of Brand Management Concept by Procter & Gamble in 
the 1950s, Brand management and Branding decision have become the major 
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discussion issues in the boardrooms of all multinational FMCG companies, brewers 
are no exception. All of the marketing practitioners and business strategists are aware 
of the importance of brand in gaining competitive advantage over the competition. 
Brand is categorized by Hitt et al (1977) as an intangible resource on which to depend 
for gaining competitive advantage by the corporation (P 87). It is intangible and 
difficult for competitors to understand, purchase, imitate, or substitute. Superior 
brands always come with the competitive advantages like the opportunity for 
successful extensions，resilience against competitors' promotional pressures, and 
creation ofbarriers to competitive entry (Farquhar, 1989). Marketers prefer to use it 
as the foundation for product or firm's capabilities and core competencies. Actually, 
no business practitioners and academicians dispute the importance of brand for the 
corporation and the consumers. 
In this study, the brand images of the three market leaders, namely Heineken, 
Carlsberg and San Miguel, and several new market entrants were analyzed to identify 
the strengths and weaknesses of each of them. As brand images could not be studied 
in isolation without referring to the market trend and situation, the social and 
economic factors underlying the market development were also discussed. Moreover, 
a literature review was done to provide a theoretical background on which our 




This was an exploring study on brand images of the major beers in Hong Kong 
and the objectives of this study were as follows: 
- T o identify phenomenon in the development of beer market in Hong Kong 
一 Point out the inadequacy of the current perspective in explaining the phenomenon 
- T o explain the phenomenon with a new perspective which is based on brand 
identity 
- T o ascertain the problems associated with the brand identity of key brands in light 




In view of the limitation of resources, this research could only be an 
exploratory study. First of all, the development of beer market in Hong Kong was 
traced by an in-depth analysis of the data from the Government Duty Paid Statistics, 
and brief review of the social and economic trend and the consumer attitude of the 
beer drinkers in the period before 1987 to present. The Government Duty Paid 
Statistics was analyzed to find out the volume consumption of the local beer market 
and the volume share of various major beer brands in the period. 
Secondly, two focus groups were conducted to identify the general attitude of 
the beer drinkers towards beer drinking and brand image of the major beer brands. 
The beer-drinking behavior of them was also touched on in the discussion. Each 
focus group included five beer drinkers. One group was composed of beer drinkers 
aged 18-24 and another group was composed o fbee r drinkers aged 25-38 in order to 
gauge the difference between elder and younger age group in attitude towards beer 
drinking and brand perception. In order to induce diversity of opinions in the focus 
groups, the respondents were selected from different social classes: white-collar，blue 
collar and college students. The groups included current drinkers o f t h e three leading 
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brands and two other smaller brands to prevent overwhelming favorable or 
unfavorable opinions toward individual brand. Distinctive types of beer drinkers 
were identified based on rough demographic and psychographic characteristics. Only 
two focus groups were conducted to limit the study to a manageable scale. 
The preliminary result of the market development study and the focus groups 
were integrated and presented in Chapter IV as an overview of the local beer market 
and the general consumer attitude toward beer drinking and beer brand image. 
Then, a literature review was carried out to gain theoretical knowledge and 
background information about brand identity, brand image and brand personalities. 
Literatures about these aspects of brand were studied in depth to build up a firm 
foundation of knowledge of brand. The definitions of brand equity, brand identity, 
brand image, and brand personalities were also clarified and differentiated. 
Although, the study was limited as an exploratory one, a quantitative research 
was done to obtain some data to explain the rise and fall of the major beer brands in 
Hong Kong. However, the non-random nature of sampling process limited the 
representativeness of the result and no representative inference could be made for the 
whole population ofbeer drinkers. 
In the quantitative study, the brand images and brand personalities of major 
beer brands in Hong Kong were analyzed. The result of the literature review provided 
a theoretical framework for the quantitative research of brand image and brand 
personality of the beer brands. All the information collected in the market 
development study and the focus groups were utilized to formulate the structured 
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questionnaire. The brand image and brand personality attributes used in the 
questionnaire were identified in the focus groups and the literature research. 
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CHAPTER IV 
HONG KONG BEER MARKET 
Before a detailed analysis of the beer brand images in Hong Kong was 
conducted, a review of the development of the Hong Kong beer market was done to 
get an overall understanding of the local beer market. Then, several important market 
trends in the past few years were discussed. After that, several major phenomena 
identified in the review were presented which included phenomena found in the 
market, the consumer and the competition so as to get an comprehensive picture of 
the current situation. 
Market Development 
Four phases of market development could be identified from the period of 
1970's to present in terms of the social and economic environment, consumer taste 
and behavior, and the trend in beer market itself. The four phases were identified as 
follows: 
Phase I: Before 1987 
Phase II: 1987 to 1990 
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Phase III: 1991 to 1993 
Phase IV: 1994 to Present 
Phase I: Before 1987 
Economic And Social Environment 
Hong Kong was a manufacturing base economy during 1970's and early 1980's 
and it started to transform into a financial base economy since mid 1980's. 
Government began to invest in education in 1979 to support the transformation o f the 
economic structure. There was a significant growth of white-collar workers since mid 
1980's at the expense ofblue-collar workers who were the major labor force in 1970's. 
In the period, the main concern of most of the Hong Kong people was to strive 
for better living materially. They were pre-occupied with social issues that might 
affect their quality of living (such as housing, education and medical problems) and 
were politically tacit. 
Beer Market and Consumer Behavior 
The annual sales volume of beer was approximately 1,1 million hls in mid 
1970's, and was steadily increased to 1.3 million hls in 1985 and jumped to 1.45 
million hls in 1987. Cans had replaced bottles as the major form of packaging since 
1984. Increasing beer consumption outside home has become a dominant trend from 
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early 1980's onward. San Miguel, Carlsberg and Tsing Tao were the three leading 
brands accounting for around 90% Share ofMarket (i.e. SOM) till 1985. 
San Miguel was the dominant market leader with more than 70% SOM before 
1985. Pabst Blue Ribbon adopted a 10-cent-lower pricing strategy against San 
Miguel since 1986. The brand achieved 10% SOM in 1986 and 1987. At the other 
end, premium-priced market segment represented by Guinness and Heineken steadily 
increased their share to 2% by 1986. 
Although consumers were becoming more affluent and brand conscious, they 
were generally cost conscious especially in early 80's. 
Phase II: 1987 to 1990 
Economic And Social Environment 
The economy soared in the late 1980's after the announcement of Sino-British 
joint declaration. Hong Kong economy entered into a new era. The manufacturing-
based economy faded out with the development of financial-based and service-based 
economy. Some manufacturing industries began to shift their production sites from 
Hong Kong to Mainland China. 
After the Sino-British joint declaration, Hong Kong people began to worry 
about the implications of the declaration on the future of Hong Kong. The 
importance of political issues began to override that of social issues. 
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Beer Market and Consumer Behavior 
Total market size continued to grow from 1.4 million hls in 1987 to 163 
million hls in 1990. Can was the key packaging ofbeer. On-premise outlets such as 
nightclubs and karaokes increased as a result of soaring economy. Beer consumption 
at on-premise outlets accounted for larger share of the total beer market. San Miguel, 
Carlsberg and Tsing Tao were still the three leading brands with approximately 85% 
SOM. However, San Miguel declined from the peak of 73% SOM in 1985 to 62.7% 
SOM in 1990. Carlsberg steadily grew from less than 10% in early 1980's to 16% 
SOM in 1990. Tsing Tao was struggling between 4-6% during this period. Other 
minor mid-priced brands grew at the expense of San Miguel's share. Premium 
segment remained small with less than 5% but was growing healthily as a result of 
growing affluence oflocal consumers. 
The population was more educated than that in 1970's, as a result of the 
government investment on education. Proportion ofwhite-collar workers in the labor 
force increased. A new middle class emerged which was comprised of white-collar 
workers with higher educational background and salary level. Consumers became 
more brand conscious, westernized and less price-sensitive. 
Phase III: 1991 to 1993 
Economic And Social Environment 
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Strong economic growth in the territory was resulted due to the China's open-
door policy in 80's and increasing foreign investment in China. Inflation remained 
high at 10% per annum. Shifting of manufacturing industries from Hong Kong to 
China became a dominant business trend. Government dedicated full effort to 
develop Hong Kong as a center of financial- and servicing-oriented business center. 
Handover of Hong Kong to China created a sense of uncertainty in people's 
mind. The feeling of insecurity prevailed among the minds of Hong Kong people, as 
they believed they could do little about the political future ofHong Kong. 
Beer Market and Consumer Behavior 
Total beer market turnover lost its momentum and stayed static between 1.65 million 
to 1.7 million hls in the period. Beer consumption at on-premise outlets kept on 
increasing at the expense ofhome consumption. Percentage of price increase for beer 
lagged behind the inflation rate. Beer drinkers traded up to the more premium and 
quality brands, which were more value for money in a comparative sense. 
San Miguel failed to arrest its declining share although it aggressively 
explored various marketing activities such as launching of San Miguel Superdry in 
1992, launching of new packaging to rejuvenate the brand, airing of a multi-millions 
TV commercial to appeal to all walks of life and launching of a number of 
promotional activities. San Miguel's SOM dropped to 39% in 1993. 
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Carlsberg picked up 2-3% share from San Miguel during this period. 
Carlsberg's SOM reached its peak at 19% in 1992 but later showed a downward trend 
again with its SOM dropped to 18% in 1993. The total mid-priced segment including 
Blue Girl, Tsing Tao and Lowenbrau picked up 7% SOM from San Miguel and also 
reached the peak with 38% SOM in 1992. Premium imported segment increased its 
share to 18%. Fashionable brands such as Corona and Sol were introduced to 
capitalize on the growth of premium segment. 
"Quick-buck" attitude and a sense of uncertainty were prevalent as 1997 
approached. This translated the general consumer attitudes into "eat more, drink 
more and play more". Consumers were generally more educated than that in 1980's 
and were more brand conscious and less cost conscious. 
Phase IV: 1994 to 1996 
Economic And Social Environment 
Economic growth slowed down and unemployment rate increased from below 
2% to above 3%. Inflation remained high at 8%-10%. Economic transformation was 
basically completed by end-1996. Proportion of white-collar workers significantly 
out-weighted that of blue-collar workers in the labor force. 
Hong Kong people were continuously haunted by political uncertainty of 
1997. Facing this uncertainty, a lot of Hong Kong people who had financial 
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capability chose to immigrate to other countries. Those, who were unable to 
emigrate, worked hard to pursue better financial security. 
Beer Market and Consumer Behavior 
Total market size continued to be stagnant at 1.7 million hls. Tariff system 
was changed in 1994 and the new system levied tax upon the ex-brewery price. The 
change led to influx of ultra-low priced imported brands, which took away a lot of 
share from San Miguel. San Miguel's share continued to drop to 25% SOM. 
Carlsberg also lost its share in 1996 to 13%, although huge effort had been made to 
rejuvenate and revitalize the brand image. Fashionable brands such as Corona and 
Sol gained share to 2% SOM. San Miguel and Carlsberg attempted to seize market 
share from the growing premium price segment by launching Blue Ice and Tuborg 
respectively. Price increase of beer on average was still behind the inflation rate. 
Premium beers were the affordable luxury in the slow growing economy. 
Sense of uncertainty intensified as approaching 1997. Consumers adopted the 
“Quick Buck" attitude and instant enjoyment to release anxiety of the future. 
Important Prevalent Market Trend 
The severe competition of the beer market in the past two years called for a 
closer look at the consumer attitudes and the competitive environment in the period. 
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Competition in beer market was intense with over forty brands fighting within 
a tiny marketplace with high average beer consumption. Based on government 
statistics, the average beer consumption in 1996 was 2.67 hl per capita. Despite of 
the high consumption per capita, the beer market was mainly shared among a few 
dominant brands. Until 1997, the market share of the top five brands, namely San 
Miguel, Heineken, Carlsberg，Blue Ribbon and Blue Girl occupied over 80% of the 
market. Basically, three key trends were identified in the market, namely increasing 
market penetration of imported beer at the expense of local beer, polarization 
between low-priced beer and premium-priced beer and high on-premise consumption 
of imported premium-priced beer. 
Imported Beer Market Penetration 
ln 1996, market split between local and imported brands was estimated to be 
35:65. The imported beer brand penetration continued to increase (from 45% in 1994 
to 55% in 1996) at the expense of the local beer (dropped from 49% in 1994 to 39% 
in 1996). 
Polarization 
Polarization trend between low-priced beer brands and premium-priced 
imported brands continued with increasing number of new entrants in both segments. 
At one end, market share for premium-priced beer brands grew from 10% in 1992 to 
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29% in 1996 with a number of new brands emerged in the premium-priced segment 
(such as Corona, Sol, Sub-Zero, E-33 and etc.). Most of the new entrants were 
targeted towards the young beer drinkers. At the other extreme, share of low-priced 
brand had been maintained at around 43% since 1994 with the influx of ultra low-
priced imported brands (as a result of the change of the tax systems). As sufferers of 
the market polarization, share of mid-priced brands such as Carlsberg, Blue Girl, 
Lowenbrau dropped from 38% in 1992 to 28% in 1996. 
On-premise Consumption oflmported Premium-priced Beer 
Premium-priced imported beers were sought after by drinkers during the on-
premise consumption. The minor perceived price differences between medium- and 
premium-priced beer，and the less price-conscious consumer attitude contributed to 
this emerging trend. 
The Consumer 
Two trends can be identified in terms ofbeer penetration and drinkers' profile. 
Firstly, penetration of imported brands among young drinkers is high. Secondly, beer 
drinkers are getting more divergent psychographically. 
Imported Beer Penetration among Young Drinkers 
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Among various age groups, imported beer penetration seemed to be higher in 
younger drinkers aged from 18 to mid-30's. In particular, high imported beer 
consumption was found for age group 25-34. As compared to 1996, penetration of 
local beer and stout in 1997 remained stable. 
General Beer Drinkers, Profile 
Consumers were much more educated, brand conscious and less cost 
conscious. They were conservative in brand choice and preferred to choose one or a 
few beer brands, which were well known and socially acceptable as their regular 
brands. While most consumers wanted to be perceived the same as the majority, they 
also wanted to distinguish themselves from the majority. Therefore, they kept on 
trying other niche brands as occasional brands to show that they were different from 
others in some way. 
While drinkers were dreaming of relaxing themselves through enjoyment such 
as having an overseas vacation’ lying down on beach and etc., they seldom converted 
that into action. Beer drinking was therefore one of the easy, affordable and 
convenient way for relaxation and enjoyment. Only those brands that could fulfill 
their social and psychological needs attracted and retained the consumers. 
Specific Beer Drinkers’ Profile 
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Although the age ofbeer drinker tended to be younger, more educated, brand 
conscious and less cost conscious, it was by no means the only way to see the 
consumer trend. For illustration purpose, three main types ofbeer drinkers were 
identified who have different profiles in terms of demographic characteristics, 
viewpoints regarding “man with good taste" and consumption pattem. They were the 
young adults, the up-and-coming career men and breadwinners. 
Young adults 
The consumers in this category were aged between 18 to early 20's, single, 
students or fresh graduates from secondary school or university. Their monthly 
personal income was roughly below HK$10,000. They wanted to be seen as 
adventurous, active, determined, individualistic, well groomed. They were open to 
new ideas/products, and liked to spend leisure time with friends. Their favorite on-
premise outlets include karaokes and low-end pubs where price-driven promotion was 
frequently used as a mean to induce impulse purchase. Apart from user imagery, peer 
group influence and earning power also had significant influence in their purchase 
decision. 
Up-and-coming career men 
The up-and-coming career men were aged between 20 and mid-30's, 
secondary to university graduates, monthly personal income around HK$10,000 to 
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HK$ 20,000. They wanted to be seen as mature, intelligent, sociable, sophisticated, 
attractive and trendy. They were career-oriented, materialistic and risk takers. Their 
preferred on-premise outlets included westem restaurants, middle to high-end pubs 
and Lan Kwai Fong outlets. When comparing to young adults, eaming power played 
a less important role in their purchase decision. Their prime concem was to express 
their self-image through the social activities. 
Breadwinner 
Breadwinners were aged between 30 to 40 something, secondary to university 
graduate, monthly personal income more than HK$20,000. They wanted to be seen as 
sophisticated, decisive, stable and successful at career. The consumers in this 
segment were forward-planners. Their favorite on-premise outlets included middle to 
high-end pubs and hotel cafeteria. They had already formulated their own life 
attitude and were less likely to be affected by others. 
View towards Personal Enjoyment 
Hong Kong was perceived particularly by both up-and-coming career men and 
breadwinners as becoming more competitive, constraining and having less 
opportunity for personal development and excellence. This feeling was reinforced by 
the uncertainty of 1997 issue and the recent economic downtum. This resulted in 
their rigorous pursuance of financial security through either hard working and 
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personal education upgrades. Personal enjoyment took up only a small portion of 
their time and was considered as a relief from their responsibilities and burdens of the 
reality. While personal freedom and enjoyment was the aspirational value ofal l three 
consumer types, they seldom converted their aspiration into actual behavior. For 
example, when asking what kind of leisure activities they conducted, most of them 
preferred playing mahjong, staying at home with family, going movies which were 
not compatible with their aspirational value. Transforming into the consumer 
behavior, their attitudes toward enjoyment meant only to eat more, drink more and 
play more and also to enjoy what they thought was the best things in their life. 
View towards "Man of Good Taste" 
While these three types of consumers are characterized by westernized or 
metropolitan lifestyle, the up-and-coming career men and breadwinners were more 
brand conscious. They concerned about their self-image and status and liked to be 
seen as having discerning taste. The main difference between these two types of 
consumers was that the former was trend-follower but not the latter. To establish a 
unique and sophisticated image, the up-and-coming career men were more willing to 
switch brand in order to follow the trend. They believed that “Man of Good Taste" 
should be on forefront of the latest trend and therefore were ready to try new things. 
The breadwinners were less likely to be affected by the trend. They believed 
that a man with discerning taste never pays too much attention to fad. They should 
know how to preserve his own character but notjust follow suit. They looked for true 
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value of things. They did not switch brand so easily once they established a favorable 
attitude towards their brands, which could fulfill their requirements. 
The young adults on the other hand, had the lowest brand loyalty. Their brand 
choice was affected partly by peer group influence and partly by their eaming power. 
Views towards Major Beer Brands 
Attitudes of these three types of consumers to major beer brands were 
different. While Heineken, Carlsberg and San Miguel might the regular brands these 
three types of consumers, young adults were more receptive to the emerging 
specialized brands such as Corona, E-33, Sub-Zero because of the fun image in their 
mind. However, eaming power and peer group influence were still the key factors 
affecting their brand choice. In particular, the popularity of Heineken among this 
group together with the price-cutting promotion of Heineken ran by karaokes and 
some low-end pubs provided strong incentive for them to take Heineken as their main 
brand. 
The up-and-coming career men would like to maintain wide occasional brand 
repertoires, including such brands as Corona, Sol, and Guinness, partly due to low 
brand loyalty and partly because of the distinctive image of these brands. To up-and-
coming career men, alcoholic soda brands such as E-33 and Sub-Zero were fun to 
drink but had no association with man of good taste. Nevertheless, they were still 
open to other brands，which could show that they had discerning taste. 
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The breadwinners would choose Heineken as main brand because of its 
premium and sophisticated image and would not change brand easily unless the brand 
identity was deteriorated significantly. 
The Competition 
The growth in volume consumption of beer in Hong Kong had been sluggish 
in the past few years. Although increase in disposable income of the population led 
to higher consumption of the premium beer, this came at the expense of the low- and 
medium-price beers. While Carlsberg and San Miguel were striving to secure their 
market share, the up-and-coming Heineken were also seeking loophole to further 
expand its market share. Niche brands like Guinness, Sol and Corona were fighting 
hard in securing their current market positions and looking for their own marketing 
opportunity. 
The competitive situation was significantly different between end-1980's and 
mid-1990's. The dominant position of San Miguel in 1980's had been cannibalized 
by the aggressive assault of imported brands. San Miguel's SOM slid from 64.1% in 
1989 to only 30.8% in 1996. The brand lost more than half of its market share to its 
competitors during this period. Although Carlsberg still managed to maintain its 
market share at slightly above 12% in 1996, the market size of the medium price 
segment shrank in the market polarization process and Carlsberg's market share was 
on the downward trend. The launch of Blue Ice and Tuborg by San Miguel and 
Carlsberg respectively failed to seize the market share of premium-priced segment. 
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The victory seemed to go to Heineken. However, Heineken also faced threats from 
other niche imported brands like Sol and Corona, which hindered the brand from 
further expansion. Heineken seems to encounter its first obstacle in the rising trend 
of these few years. 
Table 1 
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The severity of the competition converted into skyrocketing advertising 
spending of the category. The media spending of the category was amounted to HK$ 
231 million in 1996, which represented more than five-fold increase versus HK$ 44 
million in 1989. The three major players: San Miguel, Carlsberg and Heineken 
accounted for the major share of the spending. A wide variety of marketing tools, 
like sponsorship, Internet marketing and event marketing were being employed to 
fight the battle. Niche brands were concentrating on the smaller budget activities at 
the point of sales level. Millions and millions of advertising and promotion budgets 
were injected to replenish and strengthen their ammunitions and attack others' 
fortresses. 
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CHAPTER V 
PHENOMENA OF HONG KONG BEER MARKET 
In retrospect of the development of beer market in HK, the profile of beer 
drinkers and the profiles of key brands, the following major phenomena can be 
observed: 
1. Over forty beer brands cluttered in a tiny market of 1.5 million drinkers 
with huge media spending 
2. High concentration of SOM in a few key brands with San Miguel, 
Carlsberg, Blue Girl and Pabst Blue Ribbon constitute over 72% SOM up 
to 1993 
3. Rapid growing of premium-priced imported beer at the expense of local, 
mid-priced and low-priced beer 
4. Polarization trend between ultra low-priced beer brands and premium-
priced imported brands 
5. Increasing on-premise consumption of imported premium-priced beer 
6. The contradiction between consumers' conservative in brand choice and 
consumers' brand switching behavior 
7. Only one brand, Heineken can make the inroad over the past ten years 
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While the traditional (or usual) way to view the success of Heineken as a 
result of successful segmentation by demographic or psychographic attributes of 
consumers, pricing, country of origin, alcoholic content and advertising creative, it is 
not adequate to provide insight to explain why some brands can stand out among the 
others while some cannot. For example, some imported premium-priced brands such 
as Heineken, Corona, Sol, Guinness are successful in establishing a foothold in the 
market whereas some brands in the same category such as Grolsch, Tuborg and Blue 
Ice are not performing well even with aggressive marketing effort. 
A new way to see what distinguish the leading brands from the also-run brands 
is to look into brand building effort of the key brands (i.e. brand identity) and see how 
it affect the brand image of the various brand of beer in the target consumers' mind. 
To put it in another way, success of some brands over the others are due more to the 
effective marketing effort in establish a sustainable brand identity for the product by 
affecting the brand image perception of consumers. 
Beer Market Development and Brand Image in Hong Kong 
The transformation of local economy from manufacturing oriented to 
servicing oriented one in the 1970's and 1980's nourished the growth of the white-
collar class among the local labor market. At the same time, the transformation 
bought about the shrinkage of the blue-collar working class. The increasing 
disposable income of the white-collar class led to the conversion of attitudes of the 
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local beer drinkers from price-conscious in 1970's and early 1980's to quality and 
brand-conscious one in 1990,s. 
The retum of sovereignty of Hong Kong to China in 1997 led to the anxiety 
and insecurity atmosphere of Hong Kong population and nurtured the prevalence of 
the consumer attitudes of "Quick buck" and "Eat more. Drink more and Play more". 
The pressure accumulated in the work place was dissipated through their leisure and 
social activities. Eating and drinking outside and drinking during the happy hours 
became popular social functions, which most of the consumer could afford. This 
bought about the increase of on-premise consumption ofbeer. 
This increase of on-premise consumption of beer did have significant 
influence on the brand choice of beer among beer drinkers. The change of beer 
consumption pattem from off-premise consumption to on-premise consumption 
tumed beer drinking from a completely personal and private matter into a public 
exhibit. Therefore, the utility, which consumers expected from beer drinking, is not 
only limited to the functional and emotional one of personal enjoyment, but also the 
self-image expressive benefit. Then, the consumers did not only look for a quality, 
good-taste and value for money beer but also a beer which was socially accepted and 
helped the consumers to express ones' self-image and social identity. 
The boom of the premium price segment and the polarization of beer market 
in the end 80's and 90's could be explained by this change in social and economic 
environment and the consumer behavior. The imported and premium price image of 
the imported beers matched with this environmental change and took advantage o f the 
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consumers' aspiration of the premium-class image of their selected brands. Beer 
brand became a social badge, which they wore in the social function, to help them to 
express their social identity. Consumers looked for a premium class beer to uplift the 
image to which they are aspired. The successful brands had a brand image, which 
captured this new value proposition ofbeer consumption of the consumers. 
On the other hand, the low price segment still maintained a loyal core segment 
o f the market, which did not care about the intangible aspect ofbeer and only buy on 
price. This segment of market mainly comprised of the lower income group and 
skewed towards the blue-collar class o f the population. They had higher off-premise 
consumption. Although, they might drink on-premise, the on-premise outlets were 
mainly lower class restaurant and pub. Unfortunately, this class of consumers was 
declining as a result of the economy transformation. 
The change in economic and social environment and the consumer behavior 
did explain briefly the development ofbeer market in the past two-decade. However, 
a more detailed explanation of the performance of individual beer in Hong Kong 
called for a more detailed analysis of brand image of beer brands to explain their 
differential market performance. Before a detailed analysis of the brand image was 
done, some important literatures about brand image were reviewed to foster a 
theoretical framework about the importance ofbrand image to beer brands. 
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CHAPTER VI 
BRAND IMAGE AND BRAND IDENTITY: LITERATURE REVffiW 
Literature Review and Theoretical Framework 
Importance ofBrand Image 
The concept of image is not new to the academicians. It has been widely 
studied in psychological and consumer behavioral science. 
According to Kenneth Boulding (1956), the behavior of human being is not 
directed by the truth of the reality, but is rather by the images that we perceived. In 
the information processing stage, humans will use our subjective values and 
knowledge to deal with the information we received from the environment. 
Boulding also stated that the capacity of human brain is very limited. We are 
not able to take into consideration of every single piece of information that we 
received from the environment. Therefore, we tend to oversimplify the real situation 
and only abstract those factors that appear important to us. Boulding considered the 
concept ofimage as an important factor influencing the human behavior. 
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The notion that human behavior is directed by perception rather than by reality 
represents one of the most important beliefs of human understanding. It is 
exceptional true in the area of marketing which represents the function of interface 
between the brand and the society including consumers, employee, vendor, trade and 
the shareholders of the corporation. Corporation concerns not only the image oftheir 
brand but also that of the corporation. Billion and billion ofdollars are being spent in 
advertising, PR event and sponsorship. What the corporation intends to achieve is 
actually a strong corporate and brand image. 
According to Meenagehan (1995), the driving forces behind shifting of 
attention from product functional performance to brand image are: 
(1) Marketing's increasing cognizance of the behavioral aspects of consumer 
decision making 
(2) Affluent society's predilection with symbolic rather than purely functional 
aspects of products 
(3) An increasing variety of relatively homogeneous products often involving 
high product complexity and confusing message which increase consumer 
reliance on the image aspects of the products 
(4) The fact that technological innovation, increasing susceptible to rapid 
imitation, may no longer offer previous level of sustainable competitive 
advantage. 
The concept of perception driving behavior is underlying all the brand 
building activities of Beer Marketers. Besides, all the above driving forces, except 
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(4), had been observed in the beer market of Hong Kong. The importance of brand 
image to beer brand in Hong Kong is indisputable. 
The Definition 
When the marketers and the academics talk about "Branding", they usually 
use the terms "Brand Equity", "Brand Identity" and "Brand Image" as equivalent to 
Brand. These terms are very common in marketing and consumer behavior literature. 
Different academicians have different definitions of the terms. 
Brand Equity 
The actual term brand equity began to be used widely by US advertising 
practitioners in the early 1980s (Barwise, 1993) and was then taken up by academics. 
According to Aaker (1991)-
"Brand equity is regarded as a set of assets and liabilities linked to a brand, its 
name and symbol, that add to or subtract from the value provided by a product or 
service to a firm and / or to that firm's customers. He clustered those assets and 
liabilities into five categories: brand loyalty, name awareness, perceived quality, 




Aaker (1996) proposed the following definition to Brand Identity. 
"Brand Identity is a unique set of brand associations that the brand strategist 
aspires to create or maintain. These associations represent what the brand stands for 
and imply a promise to customers from the organization members. “ 
"Brand identity should help establish a relationship between the brand and the 
customer by generating a value proposition involving functional, emotional or self-
expressive benef i t s .“ 
Brand identity to a brand is just like the personal identity to person. Personal 
identity defined who this person is，what his relationship with others is, what the basis 
value o fh i s existence is，and what the personal traits associated with him are and how 
he want to be perceived as. It is the direction o f t h e brand and “what it is stand for” 
to the target audience. 
Brand Image 
The studies o f t h e "Image" concept in business and marketing disciplines had 
been extensive, especially in the area of corporate image (Bemstein, 1985; Olins, 
1989; Gunther, 1959), store image (Martineau, 1969; Mazursky, 1985; Pathak et al, 
1975) and brand image. 
Brand image was variously defined as "the set o fbe l ie fhe ld about a particular 
brand，，(Kotler, 1998)，"a set of associations, usually organized in some meaningful 
way’，(Aaker, 1991) and "the cluster of attributes and associations that consumers 
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connect to the brand name” (Biel, 1993). According to these academicians, the brand 
image is consumer originated. 
Confusion in Terminology 
There was a notable feature in the subject of "Branding". The terms of 
“Brand Equity", "Brand Identity" and "Brand Image" seemed to be used 
interchangeably. The previous definitions we quoted were only some of the better-
defined ones from the academics. New definitions are still being proclaimed and | 
publicized. Most of them seem to be overlapping with each other. This created a I 
certain degree of confusion in terminology in this area of the subject. 
David Aaker (1996) proposed a theoretical framework that clearly defined 
how the three concepts related to each other and fitted into the framework. 
Brand Equity Vs Brand Identity 
According to Aaker, there are four asset categories that constitute Brand 
Equity. They are: 
(1) Brand Name Awareness 
(2) Brand Loyalty 
(3) Perceived quality 
(4) Brand associations 
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Of these four components. Brand Equity is supported in large part by 
associations that consumers make with the brand. These associations might include 
product attributes, celebrity endorsement, or a particular symbol, to name just a few. 
Brand associations are directed and driven by what the corporation intends the brand 
to be and what it stands for in the consumers' mind, ln other words, the major 
building block of brand equity is brand associations and the prime driver of brand 
associations is brand identity. 
A statement by Aaker clearly differentiates brand equity from brand identity, 
and describes the relationship between them - "Brand Identity is central to brand 's 
strategic vision and the driver ofone of the four principal dimensions ofbrand equity: 
associations, which are the heart and soul of the brand." 
Brand Identity Vs Brand Image 
A statement about corporate image by Marguiles (1977), made a clear cut 
between the definition of Identity and Image - “ Identity means the sum of all the 
ways a company chooses to identify itself to all its publics... image on the other hand, 
is the perception of the company by these publics". If this analogy is extended and 
applied to brand, Brand identity is what the corporation wants the brand to be. It 
reflects the soul and vision of the brand, and what it hopes to achieve. It is active and 
looks to the future and can be persist over time. It is a long terms strategic direction 
reflection the associations that are aspired for the brand. 
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While brand image is the result ofal l the marketing activities that directed and 
manipulated by the corporation to achieve the Brand Identity. It is what the 
consumers perceive the brand to be. In short, Brand Identity is sent and Brand Image 
is received. In ideal case, they can be the same. However, in most case, there are 
always some discrepancies between them. 
In this study, our focus was on the brand image of beer that was the brand 
associations component of brand equity, according to the definition of Aaker. The 
other three components: brand awareness, perceived quality and brand loyalty would 
not be discussed in detail here. 
Brand Identity is what the marketer intended to achieve and its component can 
be manipulated by the marketers, while brand image is what the consumers perceive 
the brand to be and is the result of the marketing effort of the brand. They are the 
congruent sides of the same concept applied one side to the beer marketers and other 
side to the consumers, therefore the two terms would be used interchangeably in this 
study. 
Brand Identity Structure 
In order to understand the brand image, a brand identity structure proposed by 
Aaker was discussed. Although, this brand identity structure was supposed to be from 
the point of view of the brand strategists or marketers. A thorough understanding of 
the structure was essential to grasp the essence ofbrand image, because brand identity 
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is the origin of the brand image and it is the variables that the marketers can 
manipulate to achieve the brand image. However, we could not denied that it was the 
brand image of utmost importance to the well being of the brand. 
The brand identity structure consists of a core identity and an extended 
identity. The core identity is the essence of the brand. It is composed of the 
fundamental beliefs and value that drive the brand. It is permanent and consistent 
over time. 
Figure 2 
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The core identity should include elements that make the brand both unique 
and valuable. Hence, the core identity should usually contribute to the value 
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proposition and to the brand's basis for credibility. However, the core identity usually 
does not possess enough details to perform all the functions of a brand identity. 
For example, Brand A may have the core identity of "International premium 
beer for the discerning drinkers". This core identity and consistent over time. 
Therefore, no matter where the brand goes and how the market situation is，this core 
identity is the same. However, simply claiming this is not enough to convince the 
consumers about the brand essence and constituted a strong brand. Therefore, this 
core identity needs to be supported by other elements of the extended identity. 
The extended identity adds detail and texture to the core identity and portrays 
the brand identity. Important elements from four perspectives of brand identity can 
be included in the extended identity. These four perspectives are: (1) Brand as 
Product (2) Brand as Organization (3) Brand as Person and (4) Brand as Symbol. 
Brand as Product 
This perspective is the most basic of the four perspectives ofbrand identity. It 
is the portion of the brand that gives functional and may be emotional benefits to the 
user that resonate the brand identity. It is directly linked to the brand choice decisions 
and the use experience. 
Product related attributes are the attributes of the products that provide 
functional and emotional benefits to the customers after purchase and usage of the 
product. 
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For beer, the functional benefits included taste, mouth feel, freshness, color, 
easily available, country of origin etc. The emotional benefits might includes 
intangible feeling such as refreshing and relaxing feeling, creation ofjoyful mood and 
even achievement ofhigher social status. 
Perceived quality is so important that it need to be considered separately and 
promoted to one of the four brand assets that constitute the brand equity. Technical 
quality standard in production means nothing to the consumers. Most important is 
what the consumer perceived the quality of the brand to be. Most o f the beer drinkers 
cannot evaluate the quality of a beer with expert sense. They usually judged a beer 
brand according to the brand image perceived by them. The addition of the value 
dimension enriches the attributes and provides a common base for comparison. 
A firm association with use occasion can allow a brand to own the use 
occasion and force a competing brand work around this situation. The showing of 
advertisement of the typical beer drinkers enjoying the beer in specific occasion was a 
tactic to build firm association with that use occasion. 
The brand can also be positioned by the type ofuser. The type ofbeer drinker 
can either be the actual typical beer drinkers or someone the typical beer drinkers 
aspire to be. 
The last strategic option is to link the product to a particular country or region 
that add credibility to the brand. For example, the claim of Heineken as an 
international brand was a strategy to differentiate it from the other local-produced 
brands like San Miguel and Carlsberg. 
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Brand as Organization 
Brand as Organization perspectives focus on the attributes o f the organization, 
rather than that of the product. These attributes are usually expressed in the value, 
culture and corporate events of the corporations. A firm may be innovative, quality 
driven, socially responsible and environmental friendly. These attributes can be 
associated with the corporate brand identity and foster a correspondent image to the 
brand. Beer brewers seldom focus on this perspective ofbrand identity. 
Brand as Person: Brand Personality 
Brand Personality is defined as the set of human characteristics associated 
with a brand (L. Aaker, 1997). 
A brand personality can strengthen a brand in several ways. It can help create 
a self-expressive benefit that becomes a vehicle for the customer to express his or 
own personality. Brand personality can also be the basis ofarelationship between the 
customer and the brand. Besides, it may also help to communicate a product 
attribute, which contribute to the functional and emotional benefits. 
Consumer perception of Brand Personality can be formed and influenced by 
the direct and indirect contact that the consumer makes with the brand. Personality 
traits become associated with a brand in a direct way by the people associated with 
the brand, such as the typical user, brand endorser or ideal user of the brand. Then, 
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the personality traits of the user imagery transfer to the brand directly (Plummer 
1985). In Addition, the brand personality can also be formed indirectly through 
product related attributes, product category association, brand name and logo, 
advertising style, price and distribution channel (Batra et al, 1993). 
L. Aaker (1997) developed a framework of brand personality dimensions and 
a generalizable scale to measure the dimensions. The framework suggests that 
consumers perceive that brands have five distinct personality dimensions: Sincerity, 
Excitement, Competence, Sophistication, and Ruggedness. Personality traits grouped 
under facets are also identified to add breadth and depth to each dimensions. 
Figure 3. 
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As we mentioned in Chapter four that beer was no longer consumedjust for 
the sake of fulfilling the utility of personal enjoyment, beer drinkers looked for more 
thanjust thirst-quenching or relaxing feeling, but also the self-expression benefit of 
beer drinking. This brand personality aspect ofbrand image became the part and 
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parcel of this product category. The matching of the brand personality of the beer 
with the self-personality, whether it is the self-image of the beer drinker himself or his 
aspired image could enhance the other aspect of the brand image. 
For example. Brand A might be perceived as young, sociable and 
sophistication. If this perceived personality matched with the self-personality of the 
beer-drinker, a firm association could be build between Brand A and the drinker and 
the drinker would become the loyal brand user of the brand. 
Brand as Symbol 
A strong symbol can provide cohesion and identity and make it much easier to 
gain recognition and recall. Symbol can be visual imagery, metaphors and the brand 
heritage. 
The crystal green bottle with the logo of Brand A on it might be recalled 
whenever the brand was mentioned to the Brand A's drinkers. 
Implication of Brand Image and Brand Identity System to Beer Brands 
Not all of the perspectives of the Brand Identity System need to be included or 
considered in every brand identity and image planning and execution process. For 
some brands, even one of these perspectives will be viable and appropriate. The 
choice of the perspectives to be focused is affected by the nature of the product 
category and the brand. 
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As the value proposition of beer drinking skewed towards the self-expressive 
benefits，the brand personality of beer brand became the dominant perspective of 
brand image. The beer brand becomes the vehicle to express a part of the beer 
drinkers' self-identity. This self-identity can be either their actual image or an ideal 
image to which they might aspire. The ultimate personality expression occurs when a 
brand becomes an extension or an integral past of the self. Then, a beer drinker may 
need to drink a particular brand ofbeer during the happy hours in order to feel fully as 
i f h e was the upscale middle class with a professional job. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RESEARCH ON BRAND IMAGE AND PERSONALITY OF BEER BRANDS 
As the beer market in Hong Kong and the importance ofbrand image to beer brands 
had been discussed from the perspectives of market trend, consumer behavior and 
marketing literature. The image of the major beer brand were studied to analyze the 
strengths and weaknesses of them. 
Research Objective 
This quantitative research on beer image and personality was aimed at 
studying: 
(1) The brand images and brand personalities of the key beer brands in 
Hong Kong 
(2) The consumers' usage and attitudes towards beer drinking 
(3) The perceived strengths and weaknesses of various beer brands 
Research Design 
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Based on the information collected in the previous stages - focus groups and 
literature research, a structured-undisguised questionnaire was developed. Most of 
the questions in the questionnaire were closed-ended and provided with fixed 
alternative answers. The set-up of the questionnaire includes the following parts: 
(1) Time and frequency for drinking beer 
(2) Brand Awareness 
(3) Advertising Awareness 
(4) Brand Preference 
(5) Beer Drinking Occasion 
(6) Beer Ever Brought 
(7) Brand lmage^ 
(8) Brand Personality^ 
(9) Product Attributes - Functional and Emotional Aspects 
(10) Socio-Demographic data of respondents 
After finishing the questionnaire design, five respondents were selected to do 
the pilot test to ensure the questionnaire was easily understood and not confusing. 
Some questions and the flow of the questionnaire were revised to make it more 
comprehensive and reliable, so that its administration could be facilitated. 
Sampling 
Only five key beer brands were selected to study for this section partly to avoid lengthy questionnaire 
and partly due to the high representativeness for these five brands, which occupied over 75% share of 
market in 1996. 
2 Same as the above 
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A total of 120 respondents was interviewed face-to-face, with sixty 
respondents selected from on-premise outlets (Pubs) and off-premise outlets 
respectively (supermarkets) between April 1-10, 98. Respondents were selected 
based on the following criteria: 
- M a l e , local Chinese 
- A g e d 18-50 
- D r i n k beer at least once a month during the summer month (i.e. 
between June to September) 
Convenience sampling method was adopted in this research because of the 
lack of suitable sampling frame and limited resources. Only consumers who fulfilled 
the selection criteria were selected. 
Results 
In as much as the sample used in this research is non-random one, the 
statistical method employed to analyze the data was only up to cross-tabulation. No 
representative inference was made based on the data collected in this research. 
Sample composition 
One hundred and twenty male beer drinkers aged 18 - 54 who drink beer at 
least once a month during the summer months (specifically between June -
September) were interviewed via face-to-face interviews. Due to the limitation of 
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sampling method, age range of the respondents was not in proportion to the universe. 
Majority of the respondents in the study had income level around HK$10,000-17,000 
and most of the respondents claimed that they drink beer around one to three times a 
month as summarized in table 2. 
Brand Awareness 
The top brands gamering the highest brand awareness levels are shown by the 
table 3. Brands were ranked according to the top of mind brand awareness. Top of 
mind awareness for Heineken and San Miguel was very close to each other with only 
1% difference, whereas Carlsberg's top of mind awareness was only 2% and 3% , 
behind that of Heineken and San Miguel respectively. Comparing with its first 
mention awareness level, Corona gained additional 2% in the total spontaneous 
awareness. 
Spontaneous Advertising Awareness 
From table 4，San Miguel and Carlsberg achieved the highest unaided 
advertising awareness. However, brands such as Blue Girl and Corona, which had 
lower brand awareness and market share than Heineken, had higher spontaneous 
advertising awareness. With a new advertising campaign being run in end-1997. 
Guinness was able to capture more advertising awareness. Besides, advertising 
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awareness of some small brands such as Budweiser, Lowenbourg, Foster's and 
Tsing Tao were also high. 
Brand Consumer Franchise 
Brand consumer franchise of Heineken was the strongest among various brands 
with the highest percentage of respondents chose it as their regular and most often 
brand (see table 5). San Miguel and Carlsberg were ranked the second and the 
third in brand consumer franchise by the respondents. On the other hand, 
percentage of respondents who chose key brands such as Heineken, San Miguel and 
Carlsberg as their occasional brands was lower than that of non-key brands. In 
particular, Corona and Guinness were ranked the first and the second occasional 
會 
brands by the respondents. • 
Brand User Profiles 
Heineken's core drinkers comprised younger drinkers than San Miguel and 
Carlsberg did. Heineken's core drinkers came from different occupations (which 
also included students) with personal income above HK$17,000 per month (see 
table 6). 
San Miguel's core drinkers were mainly elder drinkers with higher 
consumption frequency. When comparing to Heineken drinkers, San Miguel's 
core drinkers tend to bias towards blue-collar workers. 
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Both Carlsberg's and Corona's core drinkers comprised more professionals 
and white collars than Heineken's did. Corona's drinkers also eamed more than 
Heineken core drinkers did. While Corona attracted mainly under 35s, Heineken 




As illustrated by table 7, Heineken was perceived by the drinkers as "high 
quality", "distinctive taste", "fashionable and trendy", "popular", "suitable for guests" 
•» 
and "suitable to drink in big quantities". However, drinkers did not perceive that 
« 
Heineken "appeals to younger people" and "is suitable for having fun". 
« 
Blue Girl 
Blue Girl was also perceived as "high quality", "distinctive taste", "suitable for 
guests" and "suitable to drink in big quantities" but the major weakness for Blue Girl 
was that drinkers did not perceive that it "appeals to younger people" and "is suitable 
for having fun". Unlike Heineken, drinkers did not perceive Blue Girl as a brand "for 
fashionable and trendy people", which, is a pre-requisite to recruit younger customers. 
Carlsberg 
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Drinkers perceived that the only positive image for Carlsberg was "suitable for 
guests". However, the high score in "suitable for guest" was outweighed by the low 
score in "appeal to younger people", "for fashionable and trendy people", and 
"suitable when having fun". 
San Miguel 
Although majority of respondents regarded San Miguel as "having good 
advertising", the positive score has not been converted into real market performance. 
Drinkers still did not regard San Miguel as "high quality", "appeals to younger 
people", "fashionable and trendy" and "is suitable for having fun". 
Corona 
« 
Although Corona was the newest brand among the five brands in this study, 
the image scores of Corona reflected that it has already tapped into heart of 
consumers in Hong Kong, that is a fun beer for younger people. As illustrated by the 
high scores in "appeals to younger people", "trendy packaging", "suitable when having 
fun" and "for fashionable and trendy people". 
In spite of the high scores in many important image attributes, Corona like 
other alcoholic soda brands, did not regarded by drinkers as "high quality", "real 
man's drink" and "suitable to drink in big quantities". In particular, the country of 
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As shown by table 8, Heineken was perceived by the drinkers as "reliable", 
"sociable"，"lots of friends", "trendy", "well educated" and "middle class". However, 




While drinkers perceived Blue Girl as "reliable", they also perceived Blue 
Girfs brand personality as "honest", "straightforward", ''down to earth". Like 
Heineken, Blue Girl was not perceived as "young" and "vital" and it got a low scores 
in the attribute of "well educated" and "middle class". 
Carlsberg 
Drinkers generally perceived that the brand personality of Carlsberg was 
"male" and "down to earth". However, they did not perceive that Carlsberg was 




San Miguel got a high score in "male". However, this high score was 
outweighed by low scores in "young", "vital", "trendy", "well educated" and "middle 
class". 
Corona 
The brand personality of Corona was sharply different from the other four 
brands, which was "sociable", "young", "vital", "trendy", "well educated" and "middle 
class". While scores in "well educated" and "middle class" were low for Carlsberg, 
會 
Blue Girl and San Miguel, scores in "young" and "vital" were low for all four brands. 
Drinking Occasion 
* 
Apart from brand image and brand personality, the beer-drinking environment 
is also an important factor affecting the actual consumption of beer. Indeed, 
situational or slice of life creative was proved to be one of the most effective 
execution approach in advertising creative for most of the household products. 
However, due to the differences in product nature, this approach must be adapted to 
the actual beer-drinking environment. 
A beer's ability to quench thirst is the basis for beer drinking but as shown by 
the result in table 9，percentage of respondents who claimed that they drink beer 
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mostly "for thirst quench" was relatively lower. "Dine out", "offer to guest", "for fun”， 
"after work" and "with friends" were claimed by respondents as the usual drinking 
occasions. 
Implications 
Advertising Awareness and Brand Image 
The high advertising awareness of small brands such as Guinness, Budweiser 
and etc. relative to small market share illustrated that a brand with good advertising 
will not necessarily mean that the market performance of that brand will be good. To 
ensure high market performance, a brand should go further to understand the brand 
identity that it intends to establish and the brand image that consumers perceive. 
I 
Brand Consumer Franchise and Brand Image 
It is important to note that brand consumer franchise is one of the key 
indicator of market potential for a brand. Snatching the occasional and regular 
drinkers of other brands is the pre-requisite for a brand to successfully build customer 
base and hence gain its stronghold in the market in long term. In this aspect, Corona 
were ranked the second occasional brands by respondents which reflects that it was 
successful in snatching drinkers among other small brands. While media budget and 
advertising activities for Corona is no way compare with other small brands such as 
Blue Ice，Budweiser and Tuborg, Corona has out-performed these brands in brand 
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consumer franchise. It may therefore conclude these brands are not actually 
competing only on tangible aspects such as pricing, advertising and promotion but 
also in the mind of target consumers. To put it simply, brands are competing their 
effectiveness in establishing desirable brand identity in the prospects' mind. 
Brand User Profiles And Brand Image 
j 
User profiles is an important indicator for consumer's brand perception as 
majority of users always look for a brand that either can express their self-image or 
can express an image to which they are aspired. In light of this. Corona had more 
professional, middle class user profile than other four key brands. This, with the 
support of trendy brand identity will make it easier to be accepted by younger 
consumers. 
Brand Image And Brand Personality 
Three implications can be drawn from the brand image and brand personality 
attribute scores. The first，there is no equal mark between brand identity and brand 
image. As illustrated by San Miguel, although it has spent a lot of money in 
promoting San Miguel as a young, vital, trendy and fashionable, respondents 
generally perceived that the brand image was elder blue collar workers. To ensure 
that a marketing plan can be effectively implemented, it is necessary for a marketing 
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practitioner to ascertain whether there is any gap between brand identity and brand 
image. 
The second, "suitable for guests" is an important indicator that drinkers still 
regarded Carlsberg as a safe choice. With the development ofHong Kong economy, 
beer drinking is not only for personal enjoyment but also for expression of one's 
identity. While consumers always desire to express their unique identity in beer 
drinking, they still feel safe to conform to social expectation. Therefore choosing a 
brand that is generally accepted as main or regular brands will make them feel that 
they are making a safe choice. This explains why, given the deteriorating 
performance ofSan Miguel and Carlsberg in most of the image attribute, they can still 
maintain their leading position in the market. 
The third, base on the theoretical framework of brand image and brand 
identity system, we understand that beer brand has become the vehicle to express a 
part of the beer drinkers' self-identity. This self-identity can be either their actual 
image or an ideal image to which they might aspire. Therefore, if a beer brand can 
successfully project this self-identity for the drinkers, it might no doubt that this beer 
brand will be easily accepted and relied on by the drinkers. The distinctive 
performance in image and personality attributes for Heineken and Corona, compare 
with the low image and personality scores for San Miguel, Carlsberg and Blue Girl in 
this study, illustrated that Heineken and Corona has successfully projected a well-
received self-identity for their own brands. It is no wonder that, given the fierce 
competition o fbee r brands in the market and the conservative of consumer in brand 
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choice，Heineken can make the inroads over the past ten years and Corona can be 




While the above research has already illustrated that brand identity and in 
particular, brand image is the key factor for success and failure of beer brands in 
Hong Kong, it is necessary for this chapter to identify the strength and weakness for 
each of the five key brands in terms ofbrand identity and brand image. 
San Miguel 
San Miguel seemed to lose its consistency in brand identity in the past few 
years, it has spent a lot of effort in trying to shift its brand image from popular beer 
for the mass to beer for real men. The strategy has changed from popular beer for all 
drinkers (Your Real Friends), to beer for grassroots drinkers (San Miguel's Street) 
and to young and sophisticated drinkers (Taste The Experience, Chatting In Pub). 
While being the first to establish a distinctive brand identity in Hong Kong, 
San Miguel failed to keep the brand image of San Miguel's product in line with the 
development of market, consumers and competition. San Miguel is suffering from its 
local, old-fashioned and declining image. In the hope of arresting its declining share. 
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San Miguel launched a new brands in 1997 named 2.8 with low alcoholic content 
(2.8%) and trendy bottle design which targets to young beer drinkers but the brand 
image was not distinctive enough from other trendy brands such as Corona, Sub-Zero 
and etc. and it failed to rejuvenated the product image of San Miguel. 
Carlsberg 
Apart from the polarization of the beer market, the prime reason for the 
declining of Carlsberg was its local and older user profile image. Having realized this 
shortfall, Carlsberg made a big effort to rejuvenate and revitalize the brand which 
included launch of new thematic (Just Because...) campaign with heavy media 
spending (26% S.O.V. for January to September, 1996) to provide justification for 
Carlsberg beer drinkers to stay with it, sponsoring pop music and drama, sponsoring 
local and international sport activities, launching strong on- and off-premise 
promotional activities. 
Carlsberg was the first brand in Hong Kong that established a well-received 
brand identity as middle-class, well-educated professional. However, like San 
Miguel, Carlsberg failed to maintain consistency in communicating its brand identity 
to consumers. As an international popular beer, Carlsberg communicated different 
message to both the youngsters and the mass market ("Just because..." for 
sophisticated young men and "Probably the best ... in the world" for the mass). 
However, the lack of focus strategy could not create a distinctive identity in the mind 
of mass consumers and the young drinkers. The failure of Carlsberg to keep pace 
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with the trend of market, consumers and competition resulted in losing of existing 
customers. To get back the losing share, Carlsberg introduced Tuborg to the 
imported premium segment in 1996. While trying to establish the brand image as 
imported premium beer for young and trendy drinkers, it was not distinctive enough 
from other brands, which were also trying to establish the same brand identity. 
Corona 
While the gimmick to serve with lemon lime successfully increased the 
awareness and trial of drinkers, the acceptance of Corona by young drinkers was 
primarily due to the distinctive brand image, which focused on "trendy" and "for fun". 
Besides, the mainstreaming of Heineken also drove away some young Heineken 
drinkers who looked for unique and fashionable self-identity. 
Matched with the distinctive product strategy (light taste, basic and simple 
bottle design, serve with lemon lime), pricing strategy (premium-priced to maintain 
the premium imagery), distribution strategy (selective distribution in trendy outlets) 
and communication strategy (unique, young and trendy users imagery built up through 
event sponsorship such as Corona Club Night and Macau Grand Prix, outdoor 
advertising, on-premise promotion and "Change your whole latitude" thematic 
advertising which focus on its benefit - to escape from the hectic phase of 
metropolitan life)，Corona has successfully established the brand identity ofpremium-
priced imported beer for young and trendy drinkers. Although many trendy premium 
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brands have also tried to establish this brand identity, Corona was the first in this 
category and the first mover can always maintain a leading edge over its followers. 
While the gimmick of Corona has successfully triggered the awareness and 
trial of the prospect, the brand momentum relies heavily on the ability to consistently 
pursue this brand identity and keep it abreast with the development o f t h e market, the 
consumers and the competition. Provided that Corona can successfully do so, it will 
pose a threat to Heineken's leading position in imported premium beer segment. 
The major weakness of Corona was that drinkers perceived them more as a 
trendy beer for young people than as premium quality beer. Drinkers，in general still 
believed that the best beer should be imported from European countries but not 
Mexico (Corona is a Mexican beer which was well known by beer drinkers). 
Blue Girl 
The brand identity of Blue Girl was neither sophisticated nor low quality. 
Being the first well-received high quality imported brand in Hong Kong, Blue Girl did 
not enhance the brand identity with the development of economic and social 
development o f t h e society’ with the increasing affluence o f t h e consumers, the more 
aggressive strategy of the competition and the favorable tariff system to imported 
beer, Blue Girl's high quality brand identity was invaded by Heineken, which offered 
something more thanjust high quality. 
Failure to develop brand identity other than exotic and high quality was the 
major weakness for Blue Girl. As seen from the advertising creative (which either 
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emphasized its imported origin and high quality). Blue Girl could not project a self-
identity to which drinkers might aspire. The weak value proposition for drinking 
Blue Girl was reflected in its inability to recruit new drinkers. 
Heineken 
As the leader of premium beer segment, Heineken's strength lied in its 
consistency in communicating the brand identity (an international premium beer for 
discerning drinkers who know what they want and how to pursue the best thing in 
their life) through effective pricing strategy (continuously maintain a premium price 
to other brands), product strategy (consistently high quality without radical change in 
product design), distribution strategy (available in most o f the on-premise outlets) and 
communication strategy (consistently reinforce the premium and sophisticated image 
through event marketing, trademark diversification, thematic advertising and on-
premise promotion). 
However, the brand faced two problems, namely dilution of the premium and 
sophisticated image with the mainstreaming of the brand and the growing competition 
from Corona and alcoholic soda brands. While the premium and sophisticated image 
was sustained by the thematic advertising, event marketing and trademark 
diversification, the mainstreaming of the brand was an irresistible trend with the 
increasing polarization of the market. The mainstreaming o f the brand together with 
the threat from Corona and alcoholic soda brands resulted in leaving of some young 




In this study, we try to analyze the local beer market from the perspective of 
brand perception. We cannot deny that there are some other aspects of beer 
marketing which can affect the leading and competitive advantageous position in the 
local throat-cutting beer market, for example: social and economic environment, 
pricing, government policy, to name just a few. However, considering the 
homogeneous product nature and the explosion of product, media and advertising, 
brand perception, particularly brand identity will inevitably top the list of the critical 
success factors. 
Besides, all the other marketing variables, in a certain way, depend on the 
decision of brand identity to provide a direction of their executions. We can assume 
once the brand identity decision is made correctly and all marketing variables are 
planned and executed accordingly, there will be much less chance of failure. 
However, this statement is made based on the assumption that the brand image 
perceived by the consumers is identical to the brand identity. 
As it was mentioned previously in the literature review, the terms brand 
identity and brand image are frequently used interchangeably. In this study, what we 
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measure and study is actually the brand image of the major beers in Hong Kong. That 
is, this is what the consumers perceive the brand to be, rather than what the beer 
marketers want the brand to be (brand identity). Therefore, what we measure and 
study is the outcome of the various marketing efforts of the marketers. However, in 
reality, the resultant brand image may not be the same as what the marketers intend to 
achieve. 
The reasons of this deviation are numerous, it may be the defect in the 
planning and execution of the brand strategy or it may be the noise in the marketplace 
which interrupts the message delivery to the consumers, and may be even there is 
misunderstanding of the consumer perception mechanism by the marketers. Having a 
correct brand identity cannot guarantee a strong brand, the gap between brand identity 
and brand image must be bridgeS. 
The success of Heineken in Hong Kong can be explained by having the right 
consistent image for the right product in the right economic stage of Hong Kong. 
However, we are not sure if the current brand is actually what Heineken intended to 
achieve. Assume that the current brand image is what Heineken wants to establish. 
Then, the question will be whether Heineken can keep its momentum growing and 
maintain or strengthen its leading position in future. This depends on whether 
Heineken can keep its identity updated and in line with the changes in the social and 
economic environment ofHong Kong beer market. 
There are numerous studies in the marketing academic about how to maintain 
brand identity over time. This is always a challenge for the marketers to decide when 
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the brand identity should be changed and updated. According to the study, Heineken 
faced the problem of retarded growth in market share in these two years. The brand 
also encountered competitive assault from the smaller imported brands like Corona 
and Sol. Although the market share of these smaller imported beer is still very tiny 
comparing with the dominant position of Heineken, the study showed that these 
brands have quite distinctive brand images and younger brand personalities, which 
distinguish themselves from the competition and lend them room for handsome 
growth. While these brands are now represented by Corona and Sol, it is important to 
note that any other brand can also fmd a market niche with sustainable brand identity. 
The leading position of Heineken should not be endangered in short terms like 
two to three years given its strong brand image and substantial market share. 
However, once the sales volume of the smaller imported brands achieve their critical 
mass, given their distinctive brand image, their growth is going to be exponential. 
Then, there will be no time and room for Heineken to react at that time. This is what 
happens for San Miguel and Carlsberg when Heineken's sales rose rapidly in early 
1990,s. 
For being proactive, it is essential for any leading brand, which does not limit 
to Heineken, to review two fundamental questions. The first, whether the brand 
identity is favorable for the brand to strengthen or to maintain its leading position in 
future. The second, whether the brand image consumers perceived is the same as the 
brand identity it wants to establish. 
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The lack ofbrand identity for Carlsberg and San Miguel can be proven in their 
inconsistency of marketing activities. Brand identity, if planned and set correctly, can 
act as a navigator in the sea of competition. Inconsistency in marketing activities 
only prove that the brand is still searching for the correct brand identity to tackle with 
the competition. 
For Carlsberg and San Miguel, the challenges are to find and establish a 
sustainable brand identity. There is no easy task for them. They have been working 
hard to search for the right direction. However, before Carlsberg and San Miguel find 
the answer for the first fundamental question, any marketing spending is definitely a 











25 - 34 36 
35 - 44 24 
4 5 - 5 4 15 
Monthly personal income: 
Under HK$10,000 20 
HK$10,000-17,000 50 
HK$17,000 or above 30 
Frequency ofbeer consumption: 
Daily/5 times or more a week 9 
2-4 times a week 17 
Once a week 17 
2-3 times a month 24 




Top of mind Total spontaneous 
Base: Male beer drinkers 120 120 
% % 
Heineken 22 100 
San Miguel 23 100 
Carlsberg 20 100 
Blue Girl 12 89 
Corona 8 30 
Guinness 5 36 
Pabst BR 1 50 
Tsingtao 1 40 
Lowenbrau 1 30 
Blue Ice 1 5 
Others 2 2 
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San Miguel 92 
Carlsberg 92 












Most Often Brands Regular Brands Occasional Brand 
Base 120 120 m 
% % % 
Heineken 38 78 17 
San Miguel 21 65 8 
Carlsberg 18 57 7 
Blue Girl 11 43 26 
PabstBR 10 38 10 
Corona 3 41 53 
Guinness 5 29 41 
GSL 1 11 6 
Others 4 6 * 




Most Often Most Often Most Often Most Often Most Often 
Heineken Carlsberg San Mig Blue Girl Corona 
Drinker Drinker Drinker Drinker Drinker 
Base: 46 22 25 13 ~ ~ 4 ~ 
% % % % % 
Agei 
18-24 26 9 12 8 50 
25 -34 28 41 16 23 50 
33 -44 28 32 40 46 0 
45 -54 17 18 32 23 0 
Educational L^vel: 
Pritnaty 11 18 24 23 0 
Secondary 65 59 72 69 50 
Post-secondaryAJniversity 24 23 4 8 50 
Occupation: 
Professional 26 32 22 23 50 
White collar 33 32 38 31 50 
Blue collar 22 23 32 38 0 
Student 15 5 0 0 0 
Unemployed 4 9 g g Q 
Personal Income Level: 
None 11 9 8 8 0 
Under HK$10,000 22 23 24 15 0 
HK$10,000-17,000 28 32 32 46 50 
HK$17,000orabove 39 36 36 31 50 
Frequency ofbeer consumption: 
Daily/5 times or more a week 17 0 0 0 75 
2~4 times a week 20 36 4 8 25 
Once a week 22 18 12 23 0 
2-3 times a month 20 27 40 31 0 
Once a month 22 18 44 38 0 
Brand awareness (1st mention) 
Heineken % 0 4 g 0 
San Miguel 2 0 92 0 0 
Carlsberg 2 95 4 0 0 
Blue Girl 0 0 0 92 0 
Corona 0 5 0 0 100 
Total spontaneous brand awareness 
Heineken 100 100 100 100 100 
San Miguel 100 100 100 100 100 
Carlsberg 100 100 100 100 100 
BlueGirl 98 91 100 100 50 
Corona 89 91 20 38 100 
Spontaneous ad awareness 
Heineken 78 32 20 15 75 
San Miguel 100 100 100 100 100 
Carlsberg 100 100 100 100 100 
BlueGirl 80 73 76 69 75 
Corona 30 0 0 0 25 
Budweiser 11 0 0 0 0 
Beck's 0 9 0 0 0 
Budweiser (Bud) 0 9 0 0 0 
Foster's 0 0 12 8 0 
Guinness 65 59 0 0 0 
Lowenbourg 2 5 0 0 0 





Heineken • High quality • Appeals to younger people 
• Distinctive taste • Suitable when having fun 
• For Fashionable/trendy people 
• Is Popular 
• Suitable for guests 
• Suitable to drink in big 
quantities 
Blue Girl • High quality • Appeals to younger people 
• Distinctive taste • For Fashionable/trendy people 
• Suitable for guests • Suitable when having fun 
• Suitable to drink in big qty. 
Carlsberg • Suitable for guests • Appeals to younger people 
• For Fashionable/trendy people 
• Suitable when having fun 
Corona • Appeals to younger people • High Quality 
• Trendy packaging • Real thing for man 
• Suitable when having fun • Suitable to drink in big 
quantities 
• For fashionable/trendy people 
San Miguel • Has good advertising • High Quality 
• Appeals to younger people 
• International brand 
• For Fashionable/trendy people 
• Is imported 




Heineken Reliable Young 
Sociable Vital 
ProsperousAV ell-ofF 




Blue Girl Reliable Young 
Honest Vital 
Straightforward Old 
Down to earth Well educated 
Middle class 
Carlsberg Male Young 





















Often Often Sometimes Seldom Never 
% % % % % 
After work 31 26 22 16 5 
With friends 33 21 24 15 7 
To cool down in hot weather 23 23 24 20 10 
Thirsty 19 18 30 21 12 
For fun 40 27 22 10 1 
Special moment for you only 29 24 23 18 6 
OfFer to guest 41 24 19 15 1 
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1. I would like to know how often on average do you usually drink beer at home or 
outside your home during the summer month (i.e. between June to September)? 
Please choose the appropriate answer from this card. 
Show choice 
Daily/5 times or more a week 1 
2-4 times a week 2 
Once a week 3 
2-3 times a month 4 
Once a month 5 
Less than once a month EXIT 
Never drink beer EXIT 
2. What is your age? 
Years Old 
If younger than 18 = EXIT 
Ifolder than 50 =EXIT 
3. Please tell me all the brand of beer you know... Any others? 
First Second 
Mentioned Mentioned 
33 Export 001 001 
39 Stout 002 002 
Asahi 003 003 
Beck's 004 004 
Blue Girl 005 005 
Pabst Blue Ribbon 006 006 
Budweiser (Bud) 007 007 
Carlsberg 008 008 
Corona 009 009 
DAB 010 010 
Foster's 011 011 
Grolsch 012 012 
Guinness 013 013 
Heineken 014 014 
Holsten 015 015 
Kingway 016 016 
Kirin 017 017 
Kronenbourg 018 018 
Labatt 019 019 
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Lowenbourg 020 020 
Mackeson Stout 021 021 
Miller 022 022 
Milwaukee 023 023 
San Miguel 024 024 
San Miguel Super Dry 025 025 
Sapporo 026 026 
Schlitz 027 027 
SeaBeer 028 028 
Sol 029 029 
Spaten 030 030 
Steinlager 031 031 
Stroh's 032 032 
Suntory 033 033 
Swan 034 034 
Tennent,s 035 035 
Tiger 036 036 
TsingTao 037 037 
Wartsteiner 038 038 
Woodpecker 039 039 
Newcastle 040 040 
Other Brands 041 041 
Don't Know/N.A. 042 042 
If respondent recalls manufacturer, probe which brand respondent refers to. 
4. Which of the following brands have you ever heard of? 
Ever 
Show list Heard of 
33 Export ~~001 
39 Stout 002 
Asahi 003 
Beck's 004 
Blue Girl 005 
Pabst Blue Ribbon 006 















Mackeson Stout 021 
Miller 022 
Milwaukee 023 
San Miguel 024 
San Miguel Super Dry 025 
Sapporo 026 
Schlitz 027 













5. Have you ever seen or heard of advertising of any beer? Please specify the 
brand name ？ Any others? 
6. Which brand (only one brand) ofbeer do you drink most often? (CIRCLE JN 
LIST BELOW) 
7. Which brand(s) of beer do you have at home? (CERCLE ^ LIST BELOW) 
8. Which brand(s) of beer do you have outside home? (CIRCLE m LIST 
BELOW) 
9. Which brand(s) of beer do you drink occasionally? (CIRCLE DSf LIST 
BELOW) 
10. Which brand(s) ofbeer will you definitely not drink? (CUlCLE ^ LIST 
BELOW) 
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Drink Have at Outside Drink Definitely 
Most Often Home Home Occasionally not drink 
33 Export 001 001 001 001 001 
39 Stout 002 002 002 002 002 
Asahi 003 003 003 003 003 
Beck's 004 004 004 004 004 
Blue Girl 005 005 005 005 005 
Pabst Blue Ribbon 006 006 006 006 006 
Budweiser (Bud) 007 007 007 007 007 
Carlsberg 008 008 008 008 008 
Corona 009 009 009 009 009 
DAB 010 010 010 010 010 
Foster's 011 011 011 011 011 
Grolsch 012 012 012 012 012 
Guinness 013 013 013 013 013 
Heineken 014 014 014 014 014 
Holsten 015 015 015 015 015 
Kingway 016 016 016 016 016 
Kirin 017 017 017 017 017 
Kronenbourg 018 018 018 018 018 
Labatt 019 019 019 019 019 
Lowenbourg 020 020 020 020 020 
Mackeson Stout 021 021 021 021 021 
Miller 022 022 022 022 022 
Milwaukee 023 023 023 023 023 
San Miguel 024 024 024 024 024 
San Miguel Super Dry 025 025 025 025 025 
Sapporo 026 026 026 026 026 
Schlitz 027 027 027 027 027 
Sea Beer 028 028 028 028 028 
Sol 029 029 029 029 029 
Spaten 030 030 030 030 030 
Steinlager 031 031 031 031 031 
Stroh's 032 032 032 032 032 
Suntory 033 033 033 033 033 
Swan 034 034 034 034 034 
Tennent's 035 035 035 035 035 
Tiger 036 036 036 036 036 
Tsing Tao 037 037 037 037 037 
Wartsteiner 038 038 038 038 038 
Woodpecker 039 039 039 039 039 
Newcastle 040 040 040 040 040 
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11. If respondent does not choose the same brand in drink most often and have at 
home columns, probe to see if it is because of the price (e.g. running 
promotion at high discount, always selling at low price, expensive means high 
quality and etc.) 
12. (Select one drink in order from the following list and make sure that the 
brands selected are not the brands the respondents just choose in the definitely 
not buy column. If this happens, select the next brand). Please tell me how 
you feel that (selected brand) is performing in terms of each of the following 
performance. 5 is the highest and 1 is the lowest. 
Blue Girl Carlsberg Corona Heineken San Miguel 
Strong in flavor 
Appeals to younger people 
High quality 
Has distinctive taste 
International brand 
For fashionable/trendy people 
Real thing for man 
Easily available in bars/pubs 
Has good advertising 
For people who like to buy the best 
Trendy packaging 




Suitable to drink with friends 
Suitable when having fun 
Suitable to drink in big quantities 
13. (Using the same brand selected) Imagine that (selected brand) is a person. 
Please tell me how strong you feel that the personality of this person should 
belongs to in terms of each of the following statement. 5 is the highest and 1 


















Down to earth 
Sympathetic 







14. Here is a list of moment during which one drinks beer. Can you tell me how 
often you drink beer because of the reason mentioned below: 
Very Some-
Often Often times Seldom Never 
After work 1 2 3 4 5 
With friends 1 2 3 4 5 
To cool down in hot weather 1 2 3 4 5 
Thirsty 1 2 3 4 5 
For fun 1 2 3 4 5 
Special moment for you only 1 2 3 4 5 
Offer to guest 1 2 3 4 5 
Others, please specify 1 2 3 4 5 
15. (Also the brand selected) Please tell me how strongly you prefer (selected 
brand) to (one brand that is selected in the drink most often column, if they are 
the same, ask respondents what is the 2^ most preferred brand). Imagine that 
you have 11 points to divide between them, you can assign the points you have 
based solely on your preference. You can have all 11 points assigned to one 
brand. 
Point 
Selected Brand:  
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Most ofteny^nd most preferred brand:  
16. Please give me the names of countries of which you think they produce high 
quality beers. 
Locally Produced:  
Imported:  
17. What is the number of person in your household? 
18. Are you one of the chief wage eamers in your household? 
Yes 
No 
19. What is the highest educational level you obtained? 




20. What is your occupation? 
Professional:  
White collar:  
Blue collar:  
Student:  
Unemployed:  
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